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Fake News & Elections 



-Veles, Macedonia

-“Digital Gold Rush”

Fake News & Elections 

-Denver, Colorado

-“FBI Agent Suspected In 
Hillary Email Leaks Found Dead 
In Apparent Murder-Suicide.”

-$10,000 - 30,000/month



Decision by 2 Officers to Open Fire in Busy 
Midtown Leaves Bystanders Wounded

AUG. 25, 2012

Why The Police Shot Civilians At The Empire 
State Building Today

Aug. 24, 2012, at 8:56 p.m.

 “CNN article just tell you what happened. Buzzfeed articles 
tell you why stuff happened.”

A Brief look at Buzzfeed News



 “Buzzfeed often copies other people’s 
content … any other article I looked up 
would probably say similar things”

 “Buzzfeed employs 
statisticians.”

Here’s Why Facebook’s Trending 
Algorithm Keeps Promoting Fake 
News
posted on Oct. 26, 2016, at 6:20 p.m

Trustworthiness of Buzzfeed 



Background Literature

● Media Institute Press Insight 
Project, December 2016

● Trust of a post depended more 
on personal knowledge of the 
poster more than knowledge 
of source



Project Timeline

Testing 

Literature 
Review

Informal 
Interviews

Game Design 
and Mockups 

Building the 
Game Study Design

Literature 
Review

Literature 
Review

Data Analysis Presentation  



Game Design



● To create a game that 
encourages users to evaluate 
the source and compositions 
of their news-feeds

●
● To further evaluate the ways 

in which a user perceives a 
post’s credibility based on 
their perception of the 
poster. 

Goals



Game Design - Overview

Chrome Extension: Users identify the poster 
of a shared link on Facebook.

-Visual design of extension

-Implementation of game

-How the game works



facebook vs mbasic

Game Design - Design Layout



Game Design - Implementation of Game



Game DesignGame Design - Implementation of Game



Game Design - Multiple Choice vs. Open Choice  



Game Design - Multiple Choice vs. Open Choice  



Study Design



● 20 college age women  
● 3 versions of survey

○ A: does not explicitly 
prime subjects

○ B: asks subjects to think 
about their friends posting 
behaviors

○ C: Asks about friends 
posting behaviors as well 
as source credibility

○

Study Design

Pre-Survey
Version A,B,or C

Play Game 

Post Survey 



● 101 friend identification 
questions

● Average of 1.5 guess (Median of 
1 guess)

● Perhaps slightly worse at 
identifying Political posts 
(average: 2.1 Median:2) than 
other posts but we need more 
data to be certain.

● Priming seems to correlate with 
more accurate guessing behavior 

Results- Friend Identification Success



● Average 5.59 Trustworthiness 
before revealing poster identity

● Average 5.9 Trustworthiness after 
revealing poster identity

● 18/101 Users changed their 
opinions after seeing poster 
identity 

● 15 of those increased favorably
● 5.77 trustworthiness before 
● 7.34 trustworthiness after
● Average interval: 1.6

Results- Post Credibility



Pre Survey Results

● Almost never because I assume that they are not valid
● I would say I only pay attention to one post that seems particular interesting to me, 

and if the information relates to current national or world news I would glance at 
the author, but not really read too deeply into how the language or grammar is 
structured. I rarely assess credibility.

● Not very often. I only check the credibility of a Facebook post if it's from a friend 
I don't know well. I look at who made the Facebook post and use google if I think the 
post is not credible.

● I will often see what other news outlets are writing about the same topic by 
searching it on good news. Also doing my own research if I feel that motivated.

● Most of the time I just scroll past but if it’s a topic I'm interested in I'll stop 
and click on the link.

● I always look at the source.

How often do you take steps to assess the credibility of a 
Facebook post and what strategies do you use?



Made identifying a post more difficult:

●  If the post referenced 
generic/large news events

● If the Post’s content was difficult 
to identify 

● If the post had no indicators of 
political affiliation, religion, or 
associated group of any sort 

● Not having a close relationship 
with the poster

Made identifying a post easier:

● Location-specific posts

● Knowledge of whose posts appear 
frequently on news feed 

● If the post clearly referenced 
a political affiliation, 
religion, or associated group.

● Having a close relationship 
with the poster

Post Survey Responses



Moving Forward

● Larger sample size

● Qualitative to Quantitative

Statistical Analysis

Visual Design

● User Experience/Interaction

Broadening the scope of our game

● Ask for trustworthiness of posts in game

● Access political leanings
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